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The Monday Dose
Prescribed by Students for Students and Graduates

Welcome to the first edition of the fall
2016 semester! In this edition we
discuss sustainability, and how it goes
beyond preserving the natural world
around us. Sustainability applies to
different fields and topics, and we’d like
to touch on a few, such as sustainability
in the environment, in public health,
and in businesses. We hope you enjoy
this edition and wish you luck on the
rest of the semester!
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“ In wildness is the
preservation of the
world.”
-Henry David Thoreau
“Sustainable
development is the
masterful balance of
meeting our own needs
without jeopardizing
future generations’

“From Talk to Action: Signs of Progress Since the Paris Climate Talks”
Last year, 196 countries adopted the Paris Agreement on Climate Change. This
was a momentous and historic feat that was long in the making. On April 22,
2016 (Earth Day), global leaders gathered in New York to sign the Agreement.
This is a “universal pact to put the world on a path towards a zero-carbon, resilient future.” Read more about the global response to climate change here.
The New York Times has come up with a list of apps for smartphones to help
users be aware of their interaction with the environment. Check them out!
“A Positive Diagnosis: How Hospitals Are Reducing Energy Consumption”
GreenBiz published an article outlining how much energy the healthcare industry uses yearly, and how hospitals are looking to change that. The U.S. health
care facilities spend ~ $8.8 billion per year on energy. An average hospital
spends nearly $675,000 annually on energy costs. This exceeds other perbuilding costs by a factor of 10. Check out the article to see possible solutions
to this issue!

WHAT IS SUSTAINABILITY?
While Sustainability is thought of as an
environmental only concern, it encompasses
much more. Scientific American published the
“Top 10 Myths about Sustainability;” below you
can find some of them. Check out the article!
 “Sustainability is all about the environment”

- The original focus of sustainability was to
find ways to let poor nations catch up to
“richer” ones in terms of standard of living.
This means giving disadvantaged countries
greater access to natural resources.
 “Sustainable is a synonym for green”- There
is overlap between both terms; however,
“green” tends to refer to natural over artificial, while “sustainable” means more efficient and less polluting. Electric cars, wind
turbines, and solar cells are not “green”
but are “sustainable.”
 “Sustainability is too expensive” - True in
the short term, especially if you have an
unsustainable system in place, but once

the switch is made to a sustainable system,
you can reduce your energy footprint and
save money.
 “New technology is always the answer”not entirely true. Old technology can be
efficient, if only used correctly, e.g., proper
tire inflation can save millions of gallons of
gasoline by getting better fuel mileage.

Sustain (sə-stān′)
“To keep in existence; maintain;
continue; or prolong”

Sustainability is more than being
green. However, in order to be sustainable, you do need to preserve and efficiently use your resources. As seen in
the below graphic, sustainability is
about “sustaining” the economy, society, and the environment together.
Sustainability can be very important in
the health care field. With incredibly
high administrative costs and convoluted health systems, saving resources and
money can be imperative to keeping
hospitals open.

Sustainability in Healthcare
Becker’s Hospital Review published an article titled
“50 of the Greenest Hospitals in America,” which outlines specific items that make
each of the 50 hospitals so special and environmentally friendly. Take a look!

There is a strong relationship between human health and
environmental health. Sustainability goals refer to money
saved, energy conserved, waste diverted, water recycled,
or other easily understood metric. But a clear connection
between sustainability and a hospital’s mission rarely occurs.
Social sustainability between patient and provider
refers to the ability or opportunity that each individual
has to create or experience a full existence in terms of
intellectual, emotional, spiritual, and physical health.
Sustainability through technology
The meaningful use of documentation-related practices,
such as electronic health records (EHR), represents a sustainable technological advantage that has the potential to
cut costs, make sharing of patient information easier, and
decrease medical errors.
Community-based healthcare
Owners of healthcare property and providers are looking
toward a broader view of healthcare—toward population
health. Individual campuses are challenged to define
their contribution to the health of the community in
which they are located, from micro to macro settings.
Read more on environmental sustainability programs for
hospitals.

With healthcare costs continually
rising, many hospitals are turning
towards sustainability to help save
them money. According to an article by
medspeed.com, over 80% of hospitals
in the U.S are expecting to engage in
sustainability purchasing within two
years.
Healthcare Finance News also reported
that sustainability efforts could save
the healthcare industry up to
$5.4 billion over five years and
$15 billion over 10 years.

NATURAL STRESS RELIEF
Sustaining A Healthy Stress Level During the Second Half of the Semester

It is important that everyone knows how to
manage and relieve the stress that comes
along with this time of the year. Below are
some great tips for managing and relieving
stress. Hopefully you can put these strategies
to good use and have a successful fall
semester!

 Power Naps have wonderful restorative benefits. A mid-day power nap can reduce

stress, make you more alert, and improve cognitive functioning. Read more about the
great benefits of napping here!
 Exercise: Regular exercise decreases stress hormones such as cortisol and increases

endorphins, giving your mood a natural boost. Exercise also gives you a break from
studying. Some research suggests that those who get more exercise may be less affected
by stress! Try Yoga at the CPA!
 Breathing Exercises: Surely at some point in your life someone has told you to “just

breathe”. This is great advice, because breathing exercises can significantly reduce stress
within minutes. These can be especially helpful before or during exams. Learn about
breathing exercises here.
 Listening to Music: You can listen to music anywhere, at the grocery store, walking to

class, in the shower, and while getting ready in the morning. With so many different genres out there, you can switch it up in accordance with your mood or energy level. Classical
music is great for studying!
 Eating Right: While you may not think there is

a direct link between eating right and having
less stress, a balanced diet is very important.
Read more about the effects a poor diet can
have on your health.

